1 GOD 1 FAITH 1 Tsjerke Universe bewarder Guardians
www.universecustodianguardians.org

leauwe yn 1 GOD jout ús 1 FAITH . 1 FA  ith is ús morele krêft.

Leauwe it morele stifting in persoan bout harren libben op. It leauwe is morele sterkte,
leauwe is hoop, it helpt ús begripe wêrom't wy libje.

Beliefs: Scroll 1! De Stichting fan 1FAITH.

Bewarder Guardian Beliefs:
1 Dêr is 1 GOD dy't sawol hy en hja
2 1 GOD created 2 Universe en selektearre humankind
te wêzen bewarder fan it fysike Universe

3 Minsklik libben is hillich út syn konsepsje en
der is in ferplichting om te fermannichfâldigje

4 Humankind is te sykjen & krije kennis dan fan tapassing is

5 De Wet Ferhat manifest ferfangt alle foarige
berjochten 1GOD ferstjoerd

6 Nûmers binne wichtich en 7 is godlik
7 Der is in hjirneimels en der binne Angels

1 GOD wachtet fan dy te hearren!

affirmation Bea
Dear 1 GOD , Skepper fan de moaiste Universe Jo meast humble trou
bewarder Guardian (1 st namme)
Wol befêstigje harren ideeën jouwe: Der is 1 GOD dy't
sawol hy en hja
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1 GOD created 2 Universe en selektearre humankind te wêzen bewarder fan it
fysike Universe Human it libben is hillich út syn konsepsje en der is in
ferplichting om te fermannichfâldigje

Humankind is te sykjen en gain kennis dan jilde dat De Wet Ferhat manifest
ferfangt alle foarige berjochten 1GOD stjoerde Getallen binne wichtich en 7 is godlik
Der is in hjirneimels en der binne Angels Foar de Glorie 1GOD en it goede fan it
minskdom

Dit gebed is sein thús allinne of mei famylje ien kear in wike (Day 1). Foardroegen oan de
Gathering.

Affirmation 1:
Der is 1 GOD dy't sawol hy en hja
leauwe yn 1 GOD is absolute, gjin ûntheffingen. Yn de rin fan tûzenen jierren

1 GOD herhaaldelijk stjoerde dit berjocht. 1 GOD makke it dúdlik oan 'e skriuwer kompromis of
ôfwiking is ûnakseptabel en sil wurde behannele op Judgement Day.

1 GOD ferwachtet respekt dêrom idolizing 1 GOD is absolute, gjin ûntheffingen. It hawwen fan
oare ôfgoaden is disrespectful. 1 GOD sille hâlde disrespectful minsken ferantwurding, yn
libben en hjirneimels.

advise: Do not lilkens 1 GOD!
Loving en oanbea falske ôfgoaden is misledigjend 1 GOD . Bylden fan falske ôfgoaden binne net te
wurde brûkt yn religieuze earetsjinst. 1 GOD wol humankind bewize dat it hat komme lâns de
evolúsjonêre kuierrûte fier genôch te wjerstean falske ôfgoaden. Ôfbrutsen harren symboalen,
hillichdommen en plak fan 'e earetsjinst. 1 GOD is watching.

Falske ôfgoaden binne libje of deade minsken, skepsels of oare dingen waans byltenis of ôfbylding
wurde grutste.
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Falske ôfgoaden: Crosses, in man op in krús, in oergewicht persoan, Cult lieders, boaden (Soan
fan God, messias, profeet) , Harren mem, hilligen, (marteler) , Skepsel syn heale dier heal
minske, kriichshearen, planten, bisten, lânskip (Grotten, rock-formaasje) , eleminten (wyn) ,
Of foarwerpen driuwende troch it fysike universum (Sinne, moanne, planeten),

celebrities (Media creations) ...
As jo idolize, bid of oanbidde, der is 1 Choice: 1 GOD !!!
Binnen 1 GOD is de positive HE en it negatyf SHE.
Wannear 1 GOD makke de Physical universum posityf HE en negatyf SHE waarden
skieden. By dizze skieding 1 GOD ûntstie de winsk fan de positive HE en negatyf SHE om
mei te dwaan (Mate) , completing each other becoming whole. Whole- ness is needed for
Specie survival. Specie survival is paramount.

1 GOD dy't sawol hy en hja makke hy en hja gelikense. Hy en hja komplimint elkoar en
moatte elkoar te wêzen folslein en Species 'fuortbestean. As minske HE en minsklik
SHE meidwaan tegearre, se sitte yn in steat fan 1 GOD likenis. Dat is net mooglik foar
'Sexualdisability bineare (Bern molester, betiisd geslacht, itselde geslacht) . Seksuele
beheining wurde quarantined te beskermjen en beskermje de bern.

HE mistreating en of hurting hja is mistreating en of hurting 1 GOD (1 GOD ' s SHE
part) . WER mistreating en of hurting HE is mistreating en of hurting 1 GOD (1GOD ' s
HE part) . Net mishannelje of sear 1 GOD !

Hy en hja tsjin inoar opnimme is ferkeard. Hy en hja konkurrearjende tsjin inoar op it
wurk, thús of yn de mienskip vendegear roll modellen is ferkeard. Roll omkear is
ferkeard tsjinsprekken
1 Gods Ûntwerpe.

1 Gods
Ûntwerpe: HYHY
enisSY
Father,
ta in Family!
Provider, Protector.
SHE is Mother, Carer, Homemaker.

HE and SHE a match made in Heaven!
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MUST–DO:
Idolize, pray to and worship 1 GOD . The 1 only, both HE and SHE!
Custodian Guardian help misguided people find and idolize, pray and worship 1 GOD ! ( Note!
Use Challenge Prayer) Reformed and now new Custodian Guardian are helped to
discard and recycle everything that reminds them of past 'False Idols'. 1 GOD is
watching!

Effigies of false idols should not be used in religious worship. 1 GOD
wants humankind to prove that it has evolved enough. To resist false idols and
dismantle their symbols, shrines and place of worship.
There is no place for false idols. They are to be resisted and
shunned. Do not pray, support or show admiration to false idols.
Celebrities are the newest kind of false idols. Most
reprehensible, is idolization of celebrities’.

Effigies of false idols should not be used in religious worship. These pagan symbols
are to be dismantled (recycle all effigies of false idols sculptures, digital images,
jewelry, pictures, photos, publications, statues...) .

Demolish all false idols places of worship (Cathedrals,
Churches, Convent, Mosques, Monastery,
Shrines, Temples, Synagogues..) .

Recycle building materials for homeless
shelters, other needy. 1 GOD is watching!

Buildings, Streets, Towns named after false idols: rename them.
Rituals (songs, music, dancing) , worshiping of false idols, ‘Ends”.
NOTE! A religious messenger should not be seen as an idol. HE
or SHE is a deliverer of a important message. Nothing more
nothing less. 1 GOD ’s messengers should be respected.

HE and SHE must adhere to community standard roll models. Roll reversing is
contradicting 1 GOD's Design, not acceptable behavior.
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HE and SHE compliment each other and need each other to be complete and
Species survival. When human HE and human SHE join together, they are in a state
of 1 GOD likeness. This is not possible for sexual disability afflicted (child molester,
same gender, confused gender) .

HE and SHE join in Holy Matrimony to start a family. Fulfilling
their destiny. HE, SHE establish a Family!

HE is Father Provider, Protector. SHE is Mother Carer, Home maker.
There is no mating, no Holy Matrimony, no starting a family, no living together, no
raising children for sexual disability afflicted. They are quarantined.

Individual have sexual disability because of genetic aberation. Their disability instills
anger in normal people. Because they sense them to be a threat to children and specie. They
are quarantined (protective custody) to protect them from the community (anger,
violence) and to protect the community from their unnatural behaviour. It is normal to
feel disgust and revulsion when confronted by a Sexual diability individual. 1 GOD has
given normal people this instinct to protect our specie. Parents have a duty to keep
children away from Sexual disability afflicted. Parents supporting same gender mariage.
Are depraved unfit to be parents. Custodian Guardian shun and shame, depraved
parents.

HE and SHE are equally (7_7 rule) represented on 1 FAITH and UCG committee. As
they should be on all committees.
1 GOD created HE as son and SHE as daughter. This makes every HE a son of 1
GOD and every SHE a daughter of 1 GOD. Anybody claiming to be the only son of 1
GOD is, F A L S E.

1 G O D Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Mother and
Father of the Universe 1 and only Idol for me to worship I pledge
to have no other idols

I shall shun all false Idols and recycle their symbols I endeavor
to rehabilitate all misguided Souls
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For the Glory of 1GOD and the Good of Humankind

Show your adoration for the Creator !

C H A L L E N G E Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian-guardian (1 st name)
Requests help with converting the ignorant unbeliever Help the unbeliever get
the 1GOD 1FAITH 1Church belief Thank you for this experience of being
involved in a challenge I endeavor to make more challenges For the Glory of 1
GOD and the Good of Humankind

This prayer is used when confronted with an ignorant unbeliever !

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ

Affirmation 2 :
1 GOD created 2 Universe and selected Humankind to become Custodian of the
physical Universe.

When 1 GOD created the Universe it was divided into 2 parts: the 'Physical Universe' (PU)
and the 'Spiritual Universe' (SU) . Our body lives in the 'P U'. Our Soul commutes (Reincarnation)
between both Universes' to end up staying in the 'Spiritual Universe' as Angel (Immortality) . The body's' immortality comes via mating, multiplying and having, raising
children.

1 GOD created pulsating, bright, fiery 'Sun Stars'. These Sun Stars gave birth to
orbiting Planets creating Solar Systems.
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1 GOD created the Physical Universe slightly imperfect. 1 GOD
created a cycle of ' Beginning & End & Recycling' ( B&E&R) .
Everything in the expanding physical Universe has a begin- ning & an end with the
leftovers being recycled. This imperfection & the cycle 'B&E&R led to the creation of
'Evolution'. 1 GOD created 'Evolution' to ensure that their is on going changes
happening in the Universe. Humankind needs to accept that change is ongoing,
always! Evolution operates by using 'Trial & Error' to tackle challenges. Humankind is
to 'Plagiarize' Evolution.

Note! 1 GOD does not charge copyright. Neither should humans
(greedy parasitic praedatory profiteers) MS R6
Everything that is part of B&E&R cycle is given a part of the Original Soul. The Soul
keeps both Universe connected and in touch with
1GOD.
1 GOD s' procedures used when creating both Universe, guide us as to which
procedures need apply to living. Follow 1 GODs' examples!

1 GOD created by design an imperfect Universe. We should accept that nothing is
perfect (perfection is not possible) . Perfect is an abstract, unreal. 1 person's perfect is
another person's imperfect.
1 GOD created the Physical Universe in 6 Days, Day 7 was a Rest Day.
1GOD set the example work 5 days on day 6 evaluate your work, complete any
unfinished work, plan next weeks work. On day 7 rest enjoy life have a Fun Day, pray,
socialize, visit a Gathering.

1 GOD created 'Evolution' to ensure that their is ongoing changes happening in the
Universe. Humankind needs to accept that change is ongoing, always! Evolution
operates by adjusting to change and imperfections. Humankind is to use Evolution as
mentor.
1 GOD gave everything in the 'P-U' a survival instinct. When the chemistry was right,
Evolution expanded (evolved) the survival instinct to intelligence. The ability to make
choices, logic, reason,..

EVOLUTION 1GOD's miracle !!!
The ever expanding 'PU' needed 'Custodian'. 1GOD
searched and found a Planet that evolved more than any other.
Planet ' Earth' our ' Home'.
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∞

understanding.
1 GOD
created
a newneeds
speciemathematical
on Earth, that had this ability,
To be
Custodian of the
Universe
a specie
understanding: Humans (us, you) .

1 GOD created 3 specie (Races) versions. Evolution cheekily evolved 1 more. African,
European, Mongolian and Evolved. 1 GOD is happy with 3+1 Races. Humankind is to
keep 1 GOD happy, apply: 'Racial Integrity'.

' Racial-Integrity'!
3+1 Races are equal but
different.

Mixed breeds are an insult to 1 GOD ! Mixed breeds undermine 1 GOD ’s design.
Being proud of your Race is mating and multiplying within your Race: R A C I A L I N
TEGRITY!!!
1 GOD created on Day 6 humankind to become Custodian of the Physical Universe. 1
GOD expects humankind to be Custodian of the local Habitat and a wider Environment.
This applies to our planet, moon and everything else in the Physical Universe.

The Universe keeps expanding, so should Humankind. 1 GOD wants humankind to
venture out into Space (explore and colonize) and beyond our solar system embracing
all of the physical Universe. To fulfill our 'Destiny', there needs to be a 'Holy Matrimony'
contract, then mating and multiplying. Population growth, Space Exploration and
Colonization are Humankind’s 'Destiny'.

To be a Custodian you need to care, understand and harmonize with the local Habitat
and the greater Environment. Humankind is to understand the interdependent
ecosystem. "We change 1 thing and evolution will respond by changing everything (Eco
chain, system)
else dependent on the 1 thing".
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Currently Humankind's performance as Custodian is poor. 1 GOD is
dismayed ! Humans who are responsible for making 1 GOD' s most
beautiful Creation Planet Earth sick, unlivable are to be rehabilitated: MS
R7

ZERO TOLERANCE to POLLUTING : AIR ~ SOIL ~
WATER and SPACE !!!
Wasting of Resources and Energy for useless consumer 'Junk' and idle 'Entertainment'
is to STOP ! Resources, Energy and 'KnowHow' are to be allocated for Space
Exploration, Colonization, Humankind’s Destiny ! Education is to refocus.
Understanding: the environment Evolution, Space travel, the expanding imperfect
physical Universe. Is the new focus.

MUSTDO:
Respect 1 GOD' s design of the Universe. Follow 1 GOD s' examples !

Study, apply the Cycle of ' Beginning & End & Recycling '.
Observe ‘ Evolution ’ how it adapts and survives by imperfection and uniqueness. Think
about ‘ Cause and Effect ’ * before acting.
* The Physical Universe uses Cause and Effect. On a small scale any change to the local Eco
system has an effect on other parts of the Eco system.

Cause: Using 'Chemical Insecticides'
Effect: Alters Food chain reduces plant pollination, creating mutations,
becoming a risk to human health.
Action: Replace chemical insecticides with natural insecticides.

Cause: Enriching Uranium!
Effect: Deadly Radiation. Greatest Threat to Human Survival!
Action: Stop Nuclear research! Close Nuclear Facilities! Close Uranium mines!
Cage Nuclear Scientist, MS R7 .
Cause: Burning Coal!
Effect: Choking Humans and Animals. Greatest Human
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Health risk!
Action: Stop burning Coal. Close Coal mines! Prosecute, MS
R7 all mine workers, mine owners, coal transporters, coal burners !!!!
Cause: Growing GM Crops!
Effect: Alter genetics of whole foodchain creating mutations. Interfering with 1 God ’s
design! Greatest threat to Human design!
Action: Shire destroys crops and scorches soil for 3 years. Cage GM
Scientists, Seed Producers, Seed Growers! MS R7
Cause: Consumerism creating Garbage!
Effect: Polluting Soil and Water; vermin and insect plagues; gas emission!
Action: Stop producing, buying disposables, non-essentials (Junk)
Cause: Violence towards Life (human, animal) , Environment!
Effect: Misery, suffering, injuries, death and destruction!
Action: Stop violence and prosecute the Guilty! MS R1-7
Cause: Capitalism!
Effect: In just, corrupt, selfish, elitist, Wealth Apartheid, Anti- 1GOD!
Action: Cage Profiteers, MS R6 . Confiscate private ownership assets. Convert to CROn
( Community Run Owned not for profit) !
Cause: Communism!
Effect: In just, incompetent, corrupt, Anti- 1GOD!
Action: Replace government with Multi choice elected candidates. Replace State
owned entities with CROn !
Cause: Heridatory Tyranny !
Effect: Unjust, incompetent, corrupt, Wealth Apartheid, Anti-GOD
Action: Replace Tyranny with Multi choice elected candidates. Replace Wealth
Apartheid with Social justice and CROn!
Cause: Cannibalism!
Effect: Cloning, Transplanting organs and body fluids creating monsters!
Action: Stop cloning! Stop organ transplants! Stop blood Transfusions.

Live in 'Harmony' with your Surroundings...
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Being Custodian of the Universe entails 'Space Exploration'.
Space Exploration leads to 'Space Colonization'! Both are
Humankind’s Destiny.

Space Colonization needs 'Population growth'! Population growth comes via 'Holy
Matrimony', mating and multiplying! Note!
Doesn't apply to sexual disability ( same gender,..) afflicted.

The expanding 2 Universe need more Custodians and Angels. Let nothing
interfere with your Soul's life experience mission. Celebrate: 8.1.7 . Universe

day
C.G. Kalender, Funday themes

Custodian Guardian use the Gathering as hub for custodial duties.
Pro environmental action and activities concerning climate change, ecosystem,
wildlife, vegetation and human survival. Pro non violence action and activities,
reporting violence against people, animals and environment.

Pro non profit action and activities, establishing CROn, promote and use them.

Pro Free Education, a 1 GOD given right. Pro government education
(SmeC, PHeC ) . Custodian Guardian volunteer. Pro Free Health care (SmeC, PHeC,
PDEc, CE) . Custodian Guardian volunteer.

Anti pollution action & activities, starting with family, community,... Anti garbage
action & activities, starting with family, community,... Anti junk action & activities,
starting with family, community,... Anti junkfood action & activities, starting with family,
community,...
For all activities the Law Giver Manifest is used as guide .
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1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿÿ

ÿÿÿÿ

U N I V E R S E Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian guardian (1 st name)
Thanks You for selecting Humankind Pledges to
be custodian of Planet Earth
Pledges to colonize the Universe and be its custodian Asks for
help in fulfilling Humankind's Destiny For the Glory of 1 GOD and
the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used when needed and on Universe day !

Before space colonization comes space exploration.
Each Province build and put into orbit a ‘Space Exploration port ’
(SXp) . . All exploration is initiated from the SXp' s.

Space exploration and colonization need rules a Space Exploration Court (S>XC) . A
Space Exploration Court is set up to uphold Space exploration and colonization law. S>XC
rulings are binding for all Provinces !!!

S>XC (Space Exploration Court)
Space exploration and colonization need rules
(laws) a Space Exploration Court. The S>XC uphold Space
exploration and colonization law.
S>XC rulings are binding for all Provinces !!!
This court has 7 Judges (1 from each Province) . Judgment comes by secret ballot and
majority vote. Minimum majority 4 of 7. There is no appeal.
Inner Space Laws (1) cater for Earth Space and Earth Moon. Outer Space Laws (2) cater
for Planet Exploration and Colonizing.

If a Province breaks the Space Exploration law it is prosecuted. The people involved get
prosecuted. Equipment used in the crime is confiscated and given to the honest
Provinces (equal shares) .
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Law Giver justice is the rule in every part of the physical Universe.
For the Glory of 1GOD and the good of Humankind!!!

S>X Laws 1 ( Inner Space)
Space exploration/colonization need rules (laws) which are upheld and enforced by a
Space Exploration Court ( S>XC) . Inner Space Laws (1) cater for Earth Space and
Earth Moon.

SX Quarantine Law
Nothing can be brought back to Earth! Everything brought back
from Space is quarantined on a Space Exploration port (SXp) . People
involved breaking this Law get, MS R7

SX Satellites Law
Every Province has a right to privacy! Satellites from other Provinces
invade this privacy. Foreign Satellites in a Provinces Inner Space are
confiscated, dismantled and may be destroyed.

S-X Moon-Law
The Earths Moon is of limits for mining, colonizing and military. People
involved breaking this law get,
MS R7 Province (s) involved in breaking this law have their ' SXp' shut
down for 70 years. All equip- ment used breaking this law is
confiscated and divided equally by the honest Provinces.

S>X Laws 2 ( Outer Space)
Outer Space Laws (2) cater for Planet exploration and colonizing.
They are upheld and enforced by a Space Exploration Court.

S-X Exploration Law
1st XC (1st Exploration Claim) of a planet or moon goes to a Province that builds a
permanent manned base. 1st XC entitles to 1/7 of a planet. 1st claimant divides the
planet into 7 areas, picks 1 of the areas. 2nd claimant picks 1 of the remaining 6 areas...
the 7th claimant gets the last area. Once picked, areas cannot be changed.

Changing Areas is breaking 1st XC law. A Guilty Province looses the right to explore
the planet for 70 Years. All equipment used
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for this criminal activity is confiscated and divided equally by the honest
Provinces. People involved in this Crime get MS R7

S-X Planets Moon Law
A Planets Moon belongs to the Province that 1st builds a manned base on it. It is not
shared with other Provinces! When a moon base becomes unused (due to neglect,..) any
other Province may move in and claim the Moon. Breaching Planets Moon Law a Guilty
Province looses the right to explore the moon’s planet for 70 Years. All equip- ment used
for this criminal activity is confiscated and divided equally by the honest Provinces.
People in breach get MS R7

S-X inner and outer Space in compatible laws:
S-X Earth Moon-Law ( inner Space) does not apply to other colonized Planet
Moons (outer Space) !

S-X inner and outer Space compatible laws:
S-X Quarantine Law ( inner Space) is applied to every colonized Planet (outer
Space) !
S-X Satellites'-Law ( inner Space) is applied to every colonized Planet (outer
Space) !

The Universe Custodian Guardians thank 1GOD ’ for creating the most beautiful
Universe and making Humankind it’s custodian.
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Affirmation 3 :
Human life is sacred from its conception and there is an obligation to multiply.

HE sperm bonds with the SHE egg pregnancy commenced (human life) . Human life is
sacred therefore it needs to be protected from physical threats and moral Evil. Terminating
a pregnancy (Abortion)
is killing is Anti-1 GOD. Abortion is the most heinous Evil, cowardly crime a human can
commit !!! MS R7
Threats ( Dangers) to the well-being and survival of Humankind come from human
predators (addiction providers, child molesters, confused gender, same gender,
killers, polluters, profiteers,..) . The community has a duty to contain these Dangers. Parents
and Educators have a special duty here.

Execution a planned killing of a Human life (Abortion, Assassination, Death penalty) . Killing
whether by Government, Military, Freedom fighters (Separatists) , false religious Cults (Terrorists)
, Criminals, Law-enforcement or civilian vengeance is Anti- 1GOD. Every person has a
civil and moral duty to ensure every Killer is prosecuted.

ZERO TOLERANCE to KILLING ! ! !
Killing a person is unforgivable !!!

KILLING angers 1GOD !!!
Self inflicted killing (euthanasia, suicide) is a sign of a weak mind and a weak spirit. It is
a life experience for the Soul. Other humans should not interfere unless there is a
danger to others. 1 GOD will handle this on Judgment Day. Helping a person to a self
inflicted killing is acceptable as long as the relevant court accepts that there is a
deathwish. Severe suffering is torture (you euthanise a pet a human deserves no less) .
End it!

Other Dangers to the well being & survival of human life come from:
Climate, ( too cold, too hot, too dry, too wet,..)
use Protective Clothing and Shelter. Individuals, Shire and
Province are to work together.
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Creature predators, ( dogs, mosquito, sharks, snakes..)
community awareness and control is essential. A Shire has to act
responsible. Individuals have to be vigilant and use common sense.

Genetic modification, ( bacteria, birds, enzyme, fungi, insects, mammals, seeds,
virus,...) insulting 1GODs' Design. GM changes ecosystem and food chain. Stop 'GM' research,
growing & prosecute researchers, growers. MS R7

Microscopic predators, ( bacteria, fungi, germ, virus,..) are a stealthy threat but can
be the most dangerous. Cleanliness, tidiness, immunization, diet, personal hygiene,
quarantine, health checks of people & animals, Helps. Parents, Educators, Shire and
Province are to work together.

Pollution, ( disposables, nuclear waste, packaging, toxic waste, burning:
coal, gas, oil, uranium..) is contained. Close coal and uranium mines,
reduce oil and gas burning. Prosecute MS R7 Coal burners and miners,
uranium miners and nuclear waste producers.

Poor diet, no unhealthy (alcohol, carbonated, sweet,...) drink, no un- healthy (GM,
manufactured) food. Prosecute providers of unhealthy drink and food. Shire and
Province are to ensure everyone has drinkable water and eatable food. A community
with thirsty hungry people is a failed community. Don’t let your community fail!

Protect Human-life from Dangers & Threats !!!
MULTIPLICATION
For Specie survival a person physically, mentally and emotional fit, has a 1GOD given
duty to mate and multiply. Mating, multiplying is needed to establish a family. Failure to
do so is Anti-social a threat
(survival) to the Community. Celibacy is Anti- 1GOD.
A main purpose for living is to mate and
multiply. Failing to do so is living a failed life.
Unacceptable to 1 GOD and community.
Specie survival is paramount.
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Community survival may dictate forced multiplication. Artificial insemination but no
gene modification. A person does not need to mate to multiply.

Mating and multiplying within a family unit is the most successful and beneficial way to
live up to a person's duty and destiny. Well functioning communities use the family unit
and religious rules to multiply. The family unit is supported by the Community. The
Shire provides free medical from conception to death and free education to children
and seniors via ' SmeC ' ( Shire medical education Complex) .
Shire , home to families, traditions,...
Past selection of 'Bride and Groom' relied on: elitism, greed, lust... This led to
inbreeding (undesirable) . Bride and Groom selection by the community is better. During
their 1 year 'CE'service (Community Emergency) every 17 year old SHE and 18 year old
HE are evaluated
(capable to multiply, capable to parenting, racial integrity, provincial diversity) and
selected to enter a 'Holy-Matrimony' contract (H-M) .

The 'H-M' contract allows for 1 HE and 1 SHE to mate and multiply. The
'Holy-Matrimony Contract' has a beginning and an end. It begins on
Wedding Day by signing. It ends when the youngest child completes age
14. Breaking the contract (Adultery..) is criminal. MS R4-R5

No H-M for Child molester, same gender and confused gender.
Same sex couples and transgender living together are not a family unit and cannot
raise children. Child molester, same gender and confused gender raising children
commit a crime (child molesting)
MS R7 .
Mating and multiplying outside 'Holy-Matrimony' is 'Trashy'. Trashy parents loose their
children. Children become available for adoption.
Polygamy (a person has more than 1 spouse) is animal like primitive unacceptable
human behavior a crime. Group marriages are depravity, immoral a crime (Adultery) . MS
R4
Couples that cannot multiply (health issues) become Foster Parents.
May qualify to adopt. Doesn't apply to sexual disability (Child molester, same
gender, confused gender) afflicted.
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There are 4 major threats to 'Holy-Matrimony', selfishness, adultery, addictions,
sexual disability and pornography. Moral strength over- comes these threats. For the
children and self have Moral strength.

Mate & Multiply for Specie Survival !!!
MUST–DO:
Conception is 1GOD's greatest Miracle! Slaughtering
(abortion) the Unborn is the most heinous crime in the Universe! The
greatest insult to 1GOD!
Note! Abortion is an Execution! MS R7
FAKES: Environmentalist wanting to protect vegetation and wildlife but support,
Abortion. Animal rights activitist who support Abortion are fakes. Shun them! Shame
them! Show your disgust to them (non violent) .

ZERO Tolerance to Abortion, Death penalty! Accountability
in life & Afterlife.
Executions are planned killing ( MS R7 ) whether by Government, Military, Criminals,
Freedom fighters (Separatists) , False religious Cults (Terrorists) , Law-enforcement
or civilian vengeance. Every danger, threat and crime against Human life are dealt
with MS R7 .
Past and present crimes against Human life are held accountable by
1GOD on Judgment Day.
Every person has a 1GOD given duty to protect human life from
Dangers:
Human predators (assailants, child molesters, homosexuals, killers, polluters,
profiteers..) , creature predators (dogs, mosquito, sharks, snakes,...) .

Microscopic predators (bacteria, fungi, germ, virus..) , climate (too hot
, too cold, too dry, too wet..) , poor diet (no drink, unhealthy drink, no food, unhealthy
food..) . Every person has a duty to protect the sacred human body. It's your body
protect it.
Every person has a 1GOD given duty to Stop Government Torture & Executions (Assassinations,
Death penalty) . These Governments with
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their participating employees are replaced, prosecuted , MS R7
Domestic violence is unacceptable the community has a duty
here. Report every domestic violence you observe. Check to
ensure Comm- unity is taking action. STOP Violence Start at

Home

Every person has a 1GOD given duty to live healthy (pollution free, healthy diet, keep
fit, clean drinking water, protective clothing and shelter..) . The community needs to
make this possible.

There is a 1GOD given obligation to mate and multiply.
To fulfill this obligation HE and SHE enter a ‘Holy- Matrimony’
contract. Mating, Holy-Matrimony don’t apply to same gender or
confused gender.
Support the concept of a Family unit and Communal living. For Bride and Groom
selection use ‘CE’ (Community Emergency) service. Every 17 year old SHE and 18 year
HE are evaluated (capable to multiply, capable to parenting, racial integrity, provincial
diversity) and selected to enter a ‘Holy-Matrimony contract. Breaking the contract (
Adultery..) is criminal.

SHE attends (mandatory) before, during pregnancy and after
new-born has arrived a 'SmeC' (Shire medical education
Complex) .

Same gender mating ritual is abnormal, immoral, depraved, dis- gusting, revolting. A
threat to the specie. Child molesting, Same gender and Confused gender are
disabilities (sexual) that are a threat to the human specie. Therefore it becomes
necessary to quarantine
(isolate) these threats. Same sex couples living together outside 'SQC'
(Sexual Quarantine Compound) is immoral, depraved. Same gender, Confused gender
handling children is child molesting, a crime to be prosecuted, MS R7

Celebrate

2.1.7 . Blossom day
C.G . Kalender
Fun-Day Themes
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H U M A N – L I F E Prayer
Dear 1GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian guardian (1 st name)
Thanks You for creating Humankind I Pledge to protect Human-life
from conception I Pledge to contain and punish any threat to
Human-life I Pledge to Mate and Multiply for Specie Survival and
Space colonization For the Glory of 1GOD and the Good of
Humankind

This prayer is used when needed !

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ

Affirmation 4 :
Humankind is to seek & gain knowledge than apply it.
The central control center of the sacred human body is the brain. The
brain gives humankind unique intelligence, imagination, abstract thinking,
problem solving skills and the ability to absorb knowledge and apply
knowledge.

1GOD wants
humankind to:

Seek Knowledge
Gain Knowledge
Apply Knowledge

On Judgment Day the 1st question 1 GOD asks: Explain what know
- ledge the person has continuously accumulated and how this know- ledge was used for
the benefit of the local habitat and all environment.
1 GOD wants us to acquire knowledge and apply knowledge from cradle to
cremation.
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Seeking knowledge means wanting to know, learn, experience... Seek knowledge from: Parents,
educators, book, Law Giver Manifest, men- tors, internet...

Gaining Knowledge means getting an Education, acquir- ing skills and
life experiences. Gain Knowledge from:
Studying, asking, reading, listening, observing, projects, trial & error,
teaching mentoring...

Applying Knowledge means teaching others, training others and sharing life
experiences with others. Apply Knowledge through:
teaching, application, conversion, usage, utilization...
Custodian Guardian belief the best way to Seek, Gain & Apply Know- ledge is by the
Learn & Teach method (1 st learn then teach) . A successful life consists of continuous
learning, teaching & gaining life experiences.

Life-cycle of learning & teaching
A human is growing in his mother to be womb. The growing fetus
learns to listen & recognize his parents voices. The parents teach by talking, reading,
shouting, singing, making music, laughing, introdu- cing the sounds of pets. A fetus gains
its 1 st life-experiences. Parents to be gain their 1 st experience in parenting.

When attending Shire & Provincial Free public education scholars
learn through study, comprehension, understanding & repetition.
The fast learners teach ( assist educator) the slow learners.
At work every worker is trained & retrained. More knowledgeable, experienced
workers help with training & retraining.
A Soul’s mission consists of accumulating our Life’s life-experiences.
It is your duty to help your Soul. Seeking, gaining & applying know- ledge lead to
life-experiences. Fate & choices further life-experiences.

Fate life-experience: A life-threatening accident (falling from a great height) a
life-experience that is never forgotten.
Choice life-experience: A person decides to parachute an experience that
is never forgotten.
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Intellectual-property, an individual’s live-experience knowledge is preserved (estate) to
become immortal. Knowledge-Continuity approach identifies critical knowledge and
provides methods for capturing, applying & transferring that knowledge. Life-experiences
are to be separated between work & personal.

When an employee leaves work, vast amounts of ‘I.P (intellectual- Property) ’ are at
risk. To counteract this brain-drain it is critical that the employee’s ‘I.P. is preserved. It
is essential to capture & preserve this knowledge before the employee leaves. Capturing
means audio
(story-telling) , video (showing) , shadowing (work alongside) .

An individual's life-experience knowledge (I.P.) is shared with the community &
family. Community-sharing comes via the Free-Education system. Sharing means
oral, audio
(story-telling) , video (showing) , shadowing (hands on) .
Note! All Intellectual-property (commrcial, private)
belongs to the community (Shire) . The community provided the means
for an individual to gain,I.P. Claiming ‘Copyright, Patent-right’ is stealing
from the community, a crime MS R6

Family knowledge sharing comes via children and grandchildren.
Sharing means oral, audio (story-telling) , video (showing) , shadowing
(hands on) .
Universe Custodian Guardians assist with Study-Guide, ' Learn &
Teach ' method in continuous learning and teaching. UCG support Government Free
Education and oppose Non Government Education. UCG1 education supports Shire
& Province education:
SmeC
PHeC
PDEc
CE

'Shire medical education Complex'.
' Provincial Hospital education Complex' . 'Provincial
Defense Emergency center'. 'Community
Emergency service'.

Custodian Guardian knowledge timeline!
Mothers & children > Smec ( New-born club, Basic-school, Girl’s only School,
Family-College, Senior Activity Club ) >
PHeC ( Boy’s only school, Apprentice, Technical, Leadership College,
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Leadership-Camp ) >
PDEc ( CE, Leadership-Camp, Couple-selection ) > Life-experiences >
Knowledge-Continuity !

Custodian guardian Free-Education is a combined effort by educators
, medics, parents, scholars, volunteers, seniors and government.

MUSTDO:
Seek knowledge: ask, be adventures, be curious, listen, observe, research, read,
watch..

Gain knowledge: comprehend, experiment, grasp, learn, repeat, theorize,
understand,...

Apply knowledge: advise, do, guide, instruct, mentor, show, teach..
Support 1 st Learn & 2 nd Teach (as: child, parent, employee, leader...) .

Support 'Shire medical education Complex' (SmeC) . Support 'Provincial
Hospital education Complex' (PHeC) .
Support 'Provincial Defense Emergency Complex' (PDEc) .

Support 'Community Emergency service' (CE) .

Demand Free-Government Education from cradle to cremation it's your 1 GOD given
right! Non-Government education is closed down.
Government that gives money to non-government education is steal- ing from public
education as well as insulting 1 GOD . This kind of Government is removed and
prosecuted. Senior Government employees that facilitate this type of Government are
as guilty. They loose their job & are prosecuted.

ZERO TOLERANCE to stealing from public education.
Everytime you learn something, write it down. Later teach it to others.
Preserve your writings for Knowledge-Continuity. Use Universe
Custodian Guardians Study-Guide. Support Plagiarism in education. Why
rewrite something that is well written. Rather use it and expand on it.
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.

Universe Custodian Guardians do not support Universities. Say NO
to Corrupt, Elitist University. Custodian guardian start as Apprentice. After work
experience does further study. Get promoted by seniority .
More work experience more further study, more promotion by ..
Intellectual Property (Copyright, Patent...)
belongs to the Community! Profiteering from Intellectual Property
is a Crime! MS R6

Celebrate 6.1.7. Education day
C.G . Kalender Fun-Day Themes

1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿÿ

ÿÿÿÿ

K N O W L E D G E Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian-guardian (1 st name)
Pledges to seek, gain & apply Knowledge all life long Pledges to
Learn & Teach via Free Education, Work Pledges to support public
education Pass on Life Experiences to next generation For the
Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used when needed and on education day!

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
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Affirmation 5 :
The Law Giver Manifest replaces all previous messages 1GOD sent.

Through human history at irregular intervals 1 GOD picks a person to pass on a
message to humankind. 1GOD is disappointed that Humankind has not heeded those
messages. The latest message is the ‘ Law Giver Manifest ’. It replaces all current and
past religious publications Therefore these obsolete publications are shunned and not
adhered to. Obsolete entails environmental friendly disposal.

Past messages were ignored. This is the last message before Human- kind will change. Embrace
this message with all your heart and Soul. Protect and cherish this message.

To ensure that every person gets the opportunity to read, embrace and
comprehend the ‘ LawGiver Manifest ’ ( LLL G M G M G M) . It is up to
every one to spread the message around. Get copies and hand them out. 1
GOD is watching.

The introduction instructs on how to worship. 1 GOD is waiting to hear from you,
worship daily (Daily-Prayer) . How to apply the ‘LGM’. Why the ‘LGM’ was written.
Conversion of morals into governance...
1 FAITH is explained, its symbol of recognition and its
Vision! There is a 7 Scroll overview followed by the scrolls:

Sc1: Beliefs the foundation on which 1 FAITH is built on
Sc2: Obligations a persons' duty towards 1GOD
Sc3: Privileges are rewards for fulfilling 'Obligations'
Sc4: Failings are insults towards 1GOD & are avoided
Sc5: Virtues are lifestyle behavior set by 1GOD
Sc6: Khronicle is Humankind's' heritage
Sc7: Afterlife where the Soul goes
1 GOD created time to measure 'Beginning' & 'End' . 1 GOD ’s cycle: Beginning
> end > recycle > beginning > end > recycle...
1GOD wants new time-management.
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UCG: New Age time management!
Short-term
C.G. Klock ~ Time-triangle-line ~ Night-Curfew ~
C.G. Daily Routine ~
Medium-term
C.G. Kalender ~ Fun-Day themes ~ C.G. PLanner ~ C.G. Yearly Almanac
Long-term
C.G. Khronicle ~ C.G. Knowlege continuity ~
Custodian Guardian KLOCK ( C.G. Klock) for short-term time- management, replaces
all other clocks . day has 21 hours > 1 hour has 21 minutes > 1 minute has 21 seconds >
1 second has 21 blinks > 1 blink has 21 flashes > 1 flash has 21 clicks

14h-12m-16s
207 dy - 4 dw
Y1 - M8 - W2 - D4

Line 1: the 14 th hour, 12 minutes & 16 seconds.
Line 2: 207 th day of year, 4 th day of week
Line 3 : Year 1 - Month 8 -Week 2 - Day 4

Time-Triangle:
Day start:
O hours Sunrise ~
from 0-7 hours is Early Day
7 hours is Mid-Day ~
from 7-14 hours is Late Day
14 hours is Sunset ~
from 14-21 hours is Night
Mandatory Night-curfew from 14-21h (C.G. Klock) . Night-curfew
is enforced by the Shire. Night-curfew because our
body is not meant to be nocturnal!

C.G. Kalender, medium term time. ‘Standard Year’ 14 Months (13, 28 day momths + 1, 1
day month) , 365 days. Every 4 years: Quattro-Year
(13, 28 day months + 1, 2 day month) 366 days.
Fun-Day themes, cater for a community need to celebrate, be shamed and remember.

A C.G. Planner, should be part of your Daily-Routine.
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1 GOD wants 7 Tribes who live in many Shires in 7
Provinces. Humans being social creatures live,
work and raise a family in a community. Private
owner- ship (Capitalism) is selfish a Failing, Anti- 1GOD,
Anti-Community.

Cluster-homes and CROn replace it.

Community ownership the Custodian Guardian way.

O% Privatereplaced
ownership (commercial) , State and Public owned entities are
by CROn ( Community Run Owned not for profit) . Private
housing is replaced with community shelter (Cluster-housing) .

Justice a human need. People live in communities with Laws (Rules,
Regulations) to function, survive. When there appears a breach of
Law, Truth is found, to estab- lish guilt or no guilt. Guilt is followed by
Accountability mandatory sentencing, Rehabilitation & compensation.

Note! Their are no Juries!
1 GOD wants 1 FAITH (Religion) and
1 Church (Universe Custodian Guardians) with 7 independent
administrations representing 7 Tribes
Universe > is the physical Universe.
Custodian > caretaker of the physical-universe.
Guardians > of the Law-Giver Manifest.

You question? Law-Giver Manifest answers!

Past messages were ignored
No person or Government has the right to kill a human!
It is Anti-1 GOD. Many persons and Government's kill. Endorsed by
Evil Religions (now Cults) . All of them are
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accountable to 1 GOD and Humankind.

All Killers are prosecuted & caged !!!

ZERO TOLERANCE to KILLING !!!
1 GOD wants humankind to seek knowledge, then gain it and apply this knowledge, all
life long. This gives every human the 1 GOD given right to Free Education all their life. To
ensure community standards are met only public education is acceptable.

1 GOD is disappointed that Humankind allows mad Scientists to challenge 1 GOD ’s deaign.
Mad Scientists (arrogant, ignorant..) fail whenever they challenge 1 GOD ’s design. The
side effects of their actions always endanger humans. Exsamples:

Interfering with the River-flow: Irrigation, unnatural diverts water this eventually leads to
drought condition (lower river increases evap- oration). Blocking floodplains increases
flow speed and its erosion factor (the submerged weight of objects that may be carried
away by a river is proportional to the sixth power of the river flow speed). This leads to
bigger floods and faster erosion. This also applies to concreted river banks, beds.

Building solid walls into the seas leads to greater erosion along other parts of the
coastline. Creating new rifts and undercurrents. This disrupts existing shoreline
ecosystem.
The human body is sacred yet many people sin in this area. Blood- transfusion,
Body-piercing, Cannibalism, Circumcision, Cosmetic- surgery, Designer-babies,
Life-support, Make-up, Organ-growing, Organ-transplant, Tattoo.. All the above
insult 1 GOD.

Everything 1 GOD created has a beginning and end. The leftovers are recycled. Prolonging
useless Human or other life is Anti-1 GOD.
Life-support, keeping the body alive by artificial means (delaying Judgment-Day) ,
insult 1 GOD . Recycling a human body means cre- mation and ashes. Recycling a
human Soul entails Reincarnation.

1 GOD wants Humankind to live in harmony with itself and their surroundings. To live in
harmony with itself, violence can never be a solution. Living in harmony with
surroundings means understanding
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of custodial duties and their application. 1 GOD wants Humankind to be Custodian of
the physical Universe.
To be Custodian of the physical Universe. Humankind has to explore Space and than
colonize it. Colonization means multiplication.

MUST–DO:
Replace all other religious publications with the Law Giver Manifest!
Discard obsolete publications environmentally friendly.
Skim through the manifest, when you see an interesting heading read.
Next do some deep reding. Reread, comprehend, apply. Live It!

The spirit and understanding of the message is what matters. Not the meaning of the
individual word or sentence structure. Understanding the spirit and purpose of the
thought will help in implementing the message.

Introduce the ‘LGM’ to others. Find 6 other Supporters. Start a Gathering. Elect Elders (equal
HE and She) . Elders form a committee
(Klan) . Support your Elders and their committee.

Committee elect 2 Custodian Zenturion (1 HE , 1 SHE) . Who become member of
Universe Custodian Guardians. Now every Supporter of this Gathering is a
Custodian-Guardian (C.G.) . Custodian of the local Habitat and Guardian of the ‘ LGM ’.

1 GOD wants every human given the opportunity to read and study the 'LGM'. Those
that cannot read should have it read to them. NO EXEMPTIONS Every C.G. has a
duty here. 1 GOD is watching.
C.G. support 'Free Education' and Government Schools. C.G. parents explore regularly
the 'LG M' with their children. Parents make sure that Educators at School do the same.

C.G. workers are to ensure that their place of employment operates within the
guidelines of the ' LG M '. Any problems are reported to the 'Klan'. The Klan with
Government will investigate and endeavor to solve the problem. Not all problems are
solvable. Than a best outcome compromise is used.

Evil, immoral, Anti- 1 GOD behavior will entail rewriting, corrupt,
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bad, discount Laws. Backdating them and resentencing. Use the ‘LGM’ as guide. 1
GOD is watching .

Humankind’s behavior (Atom-splitting, Nuclear-fusion,
Bodyparts and Body-fluids, Cannibalism,
Genetic-engineering, Cloning, Coal-burning,
Pollution..) is threatening
1 GOD ’s design. Stop angering 1 GOD. 1 GOD will reform Human- kind and cleanse the
planet using nature (see Prophesy) .
1 GOD ’s latest message is a guide of things to come. The more people embrace and act
on this ‘Message’ the less humankind will suffer. 1 GOD is watching.

For the spiritual and physical well being of Humankind its ultimately survival and
fulfilling its Destiny. 'Colonizing Space, being custodian of the Physical Universe and
guardians of 1 God's latest message' is mandatory.

Embrace 1 GOD' s latest message the Law Giver Manifest

1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿÿ

ÿÿÿÿ

M E S S A G E Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian-guardian (1 st name)
Received & absorbed your message I shall spread your message to
everyone I shall discard all obsolete outdated messages The
Law-Giver Manifest shall be my guide For the Glory of 1 GOD and
the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used when needed !
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Affirmation 6 :
Numbers are important and 7 is divine!
Once humankind started to use numbers it was ready to evolve towards its Destiny: Custodian
of the Physical Universe. Numbers made it possible to describe and measure quantity,
speed,..., creating mathematical concepts. Custodian Guardians believe that numbers
are a major cornerstone of humankind's intellect.

Numbers are the foundation mathematical concept that humankind uses to create more
mathematical concepts. Numbers led to science enabling us to advance and
understand more and more of 1 GOD' s creations. Numbers built civilizations and
destroyed them. The cycle of "Beginning, End and Recycling".

Numbers allowed counting :
Fingers on a hand 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Result (symbol: =) 5 fingers.
Adding ( symbol: +) allows to merge more than 1 counting result.
Fingers on 2 hands 5+5 = 10 fingers on both hands.
Take away ( symbol: -) allows to reduce a previous result. 1 hand with 5 fingers has 1
finger cut off (accident) : 5-1 = 4 fingers are now on hand.

Multiplying ( symbol: •) allows (simpler) counting amounts of simi- lar items. Fingers on
3 hands 3•5 (simpler then 5+5+5) = 15 fingers on 3 hands. When multiplying the same
number repeatedly a Power

notation is used: 2•2•2•2•2 ( 2 5 power of 5) = 32 the fifth power of 2.
Dividing ( symbol: /) allows portioning of previous result. 3 hands have 15 fingers. 1
hand has 15/3 = 5 fingers. Numbers allow the creation of a Sequence of numbers 0, 1,
1, 2, 3, 5,
8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, ... (symbol: ...) after 2 initial numbers, each number is
the sum of the 2 preceding numbers. Custodian Guardian use the base 10 natural
number system. The 1 digit symbols used: 0 (zero) , 1 (one) , 2 (two) , 3 (three) , 4 (four) , 5 (five)
, 6 (six) , 7 (seven) , 8 (eight) , 9 (nine) . Numbers: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 are called
even ; 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 are called odd . After 9, 2 digits (called 10's) are used:
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.
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The 0 placed to the right of any of the 9 numbers creates a 2 digit number called 10's (ten's)
e.g. 70 . Two 00 are called 100's (hundred's) ,
e.g. 700 . Three 000 are called 1000's (thousands) , e.g. 7000 . Every 3 numbers counted
from the right are separated by a comma e.g.
1,000,000 (1 million) .
Per-cent ( symbol: %) means hundreds. A 100's fraction can also be expressed as a
per-cent e.g. 7/100 = 7% or decimal 0.07 (.) A dot is used to show values less than 1
e.g. 0.1 (called Decimal) .
0.1 (Decimal) can also be expressed as a fraction using the division symbol 1/10 0.1
= 1/10 or per-cent 10%

Numbers are used in geometric design: 3 sided Triangle, 4 sided Square, Rectangular,
5 sided Pentagon, 6 sided Hexagon, 7 sided Heptagon (symbol of 1 FAITH) , 8 sided
Octagon. Square² (2 dimen- sional) , Cube³ (3 dimensional) , Cone, Cylinder...

7 is divine because it took 1 GOD 7 days * to create the Physical Universe and
Humankind. 6 work days + 1 rest day = 1 week.
* Note! 1GOD' s week differs from the C.G. Kalender below.
Day 1 Day 2 mid-week Day 4 Day 5 week-end Fun-day

1 GOD wants 7 Tribes . Resulting in 7 Provinces ~
1 FAITH based on 7 Scrolls ~ symbol: Heptagon (7 sides, 7 angles)
1 Church : Universe Custodian Guardians have 7 independent
provincial administrations (Orackle) ~ 7 Evils are human Failings, the

'Chain of Evil’ has 7links ~ 7_7 Rule: a committee of 7 HE and 7 SHE ~ A 7 sided, 7
angled Polygon: Heptagon symbol of recognition of 1 FAITH and 1 Church: Universe
Custodian Guardians
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MUST–DO:
1 GOD showed us numbers and how to use them. The creation [7
days weeek (time-measurement) : work 6 days, rest 1 day (time-management)
]. 1 GOD ’s work
- ethic is also Humankind’s work-ethic.

Learn & Teach the Numbers meaning, mathematical concepts, create geometric
designs. Use numbers for mental stimulation (good health) . Have fun with numbers. Cherish

Divine 7.
Numbers meaning 0 Out of nothing 1 GOD created the physical Universe. Zero is
the number of creation. Negative: Zero is the number of destruction.

1 The beginning, being first, the 1 and only. 1GOD 1FAITH 1Church.
Negative: The end, being last, endangered. The many.

2 Harmony, Holy matrimony, mating, twins. Negative: Anarchy, separating,
pornography, celibacy.
3 Time triangle, 3 pillars of religion ( 1GOD 1FAITH 1Church) .
Negative: 3 is a crowd.
4 4 seasons (spring, summer, autumn, winter) of the year, quattro year, 4 directions (north,
east, west, south) , 4 elements (fire, earth, wind, air) , square, cube, structured rules. Negative:
confusion, no rules, lack of coherence, Murphy’s law.

5 Vision, pioneering, persevering, action. Negative: prevent, roving, apathy.

6 Group, community, social justice, neighborhood watch, church.
Negative: Hermit, isolation, elitist, wealth-apartheid, gangs.
7 Meditation, 1GOD ’s latest message the Law Giver Manifest, I.P.
(intellectual property) , prophesy. Negative: Fantasising, wishful thinking, fake
messages, copyright, patent.

8 Justice, career path, responsibility, trust. Negative: Lawlessness, unemployed,
immaturity, corrupt, lie.
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9 Socialite, cheerful, friendly, public speaking. Negative: Loner, grumpy, not
talkative.

N U M B E R Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian-guardian (1 st name)
Thanks' You for numbers
Numbers help us understand the Universe Numbers to assist in
custodian guardian duties Numbers for mental stimulation & fun
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used when needed !

Affirmation 7 :
There is an Afterlife and there are Angels.

For relatives, friends and community there is grieving to be observed.

Introduction
1 GOD wants us to believe in an Afterlife, Judgment day, the Eternal Soul,
Reincarnation and Angels. Afterlife starts with a cremation to make sure the Soul is
released. The Soul has completed its Mission. It is ready to leave the physical body
and move on into Afterlife. For the relatives, friends and community there is grieving to
be observed.

Afterlife starts with a cremation to make sure the Soul is released.
Cremation releases the Soul. Fire cleanses destroying body contagion and releasing the
Soul to move on to the Spiritual Gate.
After death a Relive Good Prayer or Relive Bad Prayer can be used. These
prayers ask 1 GOD to reward or punish a person.

Graveyards are not acceptable they are recycled for other purposes.
A Gatekeeper Angel decides whether to welcome the Soul or
send it back. A dark Gate the Soul goes back. A bright Gate a
welcomed Soul has its Judgment Day.
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On Judgment-Day 1 GOD question’s the Soul.
After questioning the Soul moves on to the
Purity-Scale.
A Soul relives its' bad and good life
experiences. Then they are moved to the Life
experiences Vault.

Either the Soul gets another body, is Reincarnated.
Or the Soul has collected enough Life-experiences to become
eternal (Angel). An Angel starts with being Guardian then Reaper
and in due course Gatekeeper.

There are other Angel ( too complex to understand by humans)
1GOD calls the Spiritual Universe: ‘H E A V E N’ !
Heaven is where Souls’ become ‘Eternal’. 1GOD calls
the Eternal: ‘ANGEL’ !
S O U L you got 1
1 GOD is the original Soul and Eternal Soul . The Soul is spiritual.
The Original Soul is 1 GOD both good and bad.
1 GOD created 2 types of Worlds. A Spiritual: 'HEAVEN' and a physical: 'Universe'.
They co exist complementing each other. On day 4 of creation 1 GOD gave every
physical life form a spiritual companion. A Soul! You got 1.

Note! The Soul's physical human cycle begins at: Birth> growing> learning>
multiplying> teaching> dying> cremation.
Why do I exist ? A Soul ( Yours) from the Spiritual Universe gets its instruction (from 1
GOD) on what Life experiences (emotional and physical) it is to have in the physical
Universe. Instructions are vague as is to be expected from an imperfect Universe. Giving
a Soul flexibility for completion of its mission. To complete its mission in the physical
Universe the Soul needs a physical appearance (Your body) . The reason for Your
existence is to help Your Soul gain the Life experiences it needs to complete its mission.

Life experiences are events you remember until your dying day or
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memory loss. These events are dramatic happy (dream come true...)
or unhappy (serious accident...) , character-building. Custodian Guardian believe
that every individual should record their Life- experiences and pass them on: Knowledge
Continuity

Why do some people die young? The Life experiences mission of Your Soul may
have been completed at an early stage (infancy) of existence. Whenever a Life
experiences mission is completed the body is supposed to die. That is why people die
at different ages.

A Soul after entering a physical life form is given a ‘Mission’ from 1 GOD . The
mission is to gain specified ‘Life- Experiences. The Soul delivers these to the
‘ Purity Scale ’.
A Soul’s physical body is there to make life experiences possible.
The Soul’s relationship with it’s physical body is volatile and imperfect just
like the Universe.

A Soul and physical body have 2 Angels assigned to them, both of them, Guardian
Angel. 1 guards the mission (e.g. a body has an accident not part of the mission, the
body is dying, the 1 st G.Angel makes a miracle happen. Both body and mission are
saved) . The other Angel tests’ (temtation) the maturity of the Soul and its moral
strength (conscience) .

When the Souls ' mission is completed the physical body dies.
The Soul moves up to the bright Spiritual-Gate. A dark
Spiritual Gate means the 'Gatekeeper Angel' send’s the Soul
back (incomplete mission) .

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !
SOUL Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe I feel empty,
lost, without purpose
A humble custodian guardian who struggled to be good A much loved
person who fulfilled their mission Fire frees this Soul for Judgment
Day A unique Soul missed For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of
Humankind
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This prayer is said after a person died. Is used at the End-portal ceremony at the
Crematorium.

GRIEF
Bereavement the state of being sad because a family member or friend died. When a
person dies their body has an autopsy, cremation and an Estate. The Soul starts Afterlife. The
people who cared about the deceased are in a state of bereavement. Bereavement
comes in various emotional stages. The most intense being Grief.

Grief unbearable emotional pain after a Loss. Grief the most painful
and character building Life experience a person can experience. One
moment everything is normal, then we suffer a loss and almost
unbearable emotional pain. Pray (Grief Prayer) keep on praying. Keep
on praying through all stages of grief! It helps!

The 1 st reaction maybe numbed disbelief. This can't be happening. 'I didn't plan this'. Isolation,
privacy is needed, lethargy is normal.

Next anger is felt at the cause of the grief, others, oneself, GOD . The grieving feels
regret about missed opportunities. Indulges in self pity, self blame. Some embrace
Addictions (don’t) . Do Pray!

Then the bargaining with GOD and fate starts. If I promise to change or do this or that
will that reverse the Loss or take away the pain.
Desperation resulting in wishful thinking. Do Pray!

Memories lead to reminiscing, reflection and revisiting the past.
Realization of Loss sinks in. Numbness, bouts of emptiness, despair and depression
occur. Do Pray!
Eventually managing grief evolves. Now it is time to normalize, reconnect with life
around You. Interest in surroundings returns.
Hope returns and planning becomes essential. Reconnect! Friends, family, community
await your comeback.

Go outside. Life's Good! Birds are singing the Sun is shining, go
out Harmonize!
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How can others help? Cheering up won't help, sympathy won't help, understanding
won't help. Patience and support will help.

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !
GRIEF Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Please
Welcome a member of our community My eyes are flooded with
tears
My heart is breaking under unbearable pain Please comfort me, give
me hope and purpose Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1 st name)

For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
Use this prayer after the loss of a loved one!

Cremation
A human body has a beginning and end. At its end a Soul needs to be
released. To ensure that the Soul is released and Afterlife is possible a
human body must be cremated.
If a Soul is not released it exists in limbo as Ghost.

Cremation is not only needed to free the Soul but also for health reasons. The
cremation fire cleanses destroying dangerous bacteria, viruses, insect larvae and
fungi that may inhabit the body.

The ' Crematorium' is a Provincial Public service facility.
The facility administers a Morgue, End Portal and garden.
Here the dead have an autopsy, are fare welled and recycled.
Morgue: All deceased are transported to the morgue for autopsy.
The autopsy needs to establish cause of death, identity of deceased and include a
toxicology to establish whether the body was contagious in anyway and could have
infected another human. The Finding decides what happens next.

A natural death finding, the body is transferred to the 'End-Portal. A suspicious death
finding the body is moved to the 'CiL’ (Criminal investigation Lab) . A contagious death
finding the 'Provincial Defense and Emergency center' (PDEc) is alerted. PDEc picks
up the body and applies relevant quarantine.
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Cannibalizing the human body before during or after autopsy is
immoral is criminal. Cannibalizing is removing bodyparts, body
fluids, eggs and sperm.
Body part cannibalizing is a crime: MS R7

End Portal: After receiving a body a Cremator prepares the body and estate
distribution information for viewing. Every body is prepared the same way no
exceptions. A naked body (humans start life naked they end life naked) covered by an
olive color linen sheet with only the head visible is placed in a plain cardboard coffin.

A viewing date and time is set any person can come to say farewell.
Viewers may pray silently using the Soul Prayer and Relive Good Prayer or Relive
Bad Prayer, Grief Prayer.

The Cremator sets a date and time for the Cremation. An Afterlife
mess is held by an Elder from the nearest Gathering.
The coffin is closed cremation proceeds. A released Soul enters a lit up Spiritual Gate
welcomed by the Gatekeeper... Mourners receive a plaque each to take home.

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !
Relive Good Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian guardian (1 st name)
Requests that the Good (name) has done deserves extra recognition (name)
represents the good Humankind has to offer, an inspiration to others
May (name) relive (number) times all the joy of recipients' of good deeds
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind

This prayer is used for a Good person before or after cremation

Relive Bad Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian guardian (1 st name)
Requests that the bad (name) has done deserves extra punishing (name)
represents Evil a blemish on
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Humankind a repugnant abomination a fiend May evil (name) relive (number) times
all the suffering of victims For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used for a Bad person before or after cremation
Crematorium Garden: A body is recycled via the cremation
ashes. The morning after the cremation ashes are spread over
the Crematorian garden.
Ashes cannot be taken away. They are always spread over the
Crematorium garden.

Note! Prisoners who die in Rehabilitation their ashes are spread over the
Crematorium compost.
Cremation of other things living only applies if their physical presence is not used in
any form of recycling. For cremation (pets, anything poisonous, sick..) . Basically
cremation is the same as for humans. No cremation (anything eatable or recyclable,
composting material...) .

Graveyard funeral a pagan ritual!
Graveyard funerals are unacceptable because a
growing population is to use the land more useful.
Funerals may create Ghosts by not releasing a
Soul. Graveyard funerals are favored by evil
elitist showing off: Expensive coffin, expensive
Headstone, pompous landscaped mausoleum.

Preservatives in food stop body's from decomposing stopping reuse of graves. Graves
encourage crime, robbing and vandalism. Neglected graves attract vermin,.. they are
disgrace.
No more new Graveyards. Existing Graveyards are closed and dug up. Remains are
to be cremated and spread over the Crematorium garden. The land is to be used for
other purposes.

Cremation is the only acceptable type of funeral !
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Judgment day a part of the 'Cycle of beginning and end and recycling' (Day2) . It is
the 2nd stage of Afterlife.
A Soul is released by praying and cremation. A welcomed Soul is then questioned by 1 GOD:

1 GOD wants explained what knowledge the person has continuously accumulated and
how this knowledge was used for the benefit of the local habitat, environment and
community.
1 GOD wants explained how his latest message was heeded, aplied and proclaimed. 1 GOD
wants everyone to hear the message and live by it. 1 GOD is watching!

Thousands of years of Evil are coming to an end. 1 GOD wants explained how
the person helped Cage Evil.
Note ! A Soul cannot use excuses, play dumb or lie to 1GOD.

After explaining a Soul is praised by 1 GOD for its Good deeds
and reprimanded for Failings. A Soul moves on to the Purity
Scales.

Preparation for Judgmentday!
Learn then Teach; seek, gain, apply Knowledge all your live. Use all the Knowledge
to live in Harmony with yourself, family, community and Environment. Then pass on
Life experiences as Knowledge Continuity (family, work) .

Read, follow (Repeatedly read, absorb, think, then act) , promote (tell everyone) the " Law
Giver Manifest " 1 GOD' s latest 'Message'!
Disregard all other religious publications.

BEGOODPUNISHEVIL
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A ‘Purity Scale’ weighs a Soul’s good deeds and it’s bad deeds. It makes a Soul
relive it’s deeds. A Soul's Life experiences are transferred to the Purity-Scales: Left
side measures Good deeds

Right side measures wrongs

The left side is down ( êêê ) you done more Good .

Your soul relives all good things you did and the good feelings that the recipient of your
good deed felt. Your soul will not only relive the good feelings that the recipient of your
good deed felt but also the joy his / her family, friends and pets felt. Your good feelings
may be extended by prayers from recipient of your good deed asking 1

GOD to multiply the relive good experience.
The right side is down ( êêê ) you done more Bad deeds.

You will relive the suffering and pain your victims felt. You will not only relive the
suffering and pain of your direct victim but also the suffering and pain of the indirect
victims (family, friends, pets..) .
Your agony may be extended by prayers from victims asking 1 GOD to multiply relive
bad deeds.
E.g. John Howard the Bully from Down under. A tyrant who invaded 4 countries with his
criminal Mates. They raped, tortured, injured and killed (baby’s, children, mothers,
fathers, grandparents) 10's of thousands of people. Destroyed and plundered
workplaces, schools

and homes leaving 100's of thousands homeless and millions became refugees. Evil
Johnwill relive each and everyone's suffering all millions of them. Custodian Guardian
prayed, they asked 1 GOD to listen to our Relive Bad Prayer.

When the reliving stops a Soul' s current memory is
erased and transferred to a
Life xperiences Vault.

A Soul is now Reincarnated and enters a new physical life form.
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REINCARNATION
Reincarnation is used as apprenticeship by a Soul towards becoming an Angel. Being
an Apprentice a Soul is on a learning curve prone to errors. As a result life experience
might not live up to its full potential. A similar life experience will need to be
experienced.

Previous life experiences can be gained from any kind of life form (bacteria,
insect, plant, animal, human) .
Past life experiences and any unfinished are used to determine a
Soul's next mission and into which life form it is Reincarnated (not
necessarily human) .
A Soul' s Life Experiences accumulate until there are enough to complete the
Apprenticeship and become Angel.

Note! Reincarnation ends when the Soul becomes an Angel
( Eternal ) with infinitive afterlife in HEAVEN .

ANGEL
A Newly qualified Angel is Welcomed to Heaven by 1 GOD , becomes

Eternal and given heavenly pleasures 1 st of these is being ' Guardian Angel '. Everytime
a new Angel becomes an Eternal. There is great meriment (music, singing, dancing,
laughter..) in Heaven.

' Guardian Angel ' ( G.A.) monitor how a Soul's mission is
progressing. G.A. interfere when a soul stray's from its mission or
events threaten its mission. G.A. methods of interference:
conscience, miracles, vision.
Note ! G.A's are the only Angels that can make themselves be
seen by Humans and all creatures.
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A Soul and its physical companion (body) have 2 Guardian Angel assigned to them. 1
guards the mission the other tests' (temptation)
the maturity of the Soul and its moral strength (conscience) . Resist temptation and
listen to your conscience!

A Soul has completed its mission, a Guardian Angel tells it
that Judgment Day is imminent.
Folklore describes this behavior of a Guardian Angel as a
Reaper or Angel of Death! The Soul cuts its bond with its
body. Flashbacks' occur the Soul starts moving towards a
warm bright all embracing light.

A Gatekeeper decides whether to welcome a Soul or send it back. A
Gatekeeper checks each incoming Soul if it has completed it's
Mission and is due, to come in. Should a mission be unfinished the
Soul goes back into the body (no body to go back, is assigned a
new body) .

Gatekeeper administer: Judgment Day, Purity-Scale, Life experiences
Vault and supervise Guardian Angel .

There are other Angel ( too complex to understand by humans)

1 GOD ’s expanding Universe wants more Angel!
1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !
Afterlife Prayer
Dear 1 GOD , Creator of the most beautiful Universe Your most humble
faithful custodian-guardian (1 st name)
Beliefs in an Afterlife
Beliefs there is an Eternal Soul Beliefs in Reincarnation Beliefs
there are Angels For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of
Humankind
This prayer is used when needed!

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
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Deceased
A Deceased person has a community afterlife:
Estate, Knowledge Continuity, Heritage and Traditions.
Estate passes on accumulated knowledge, life
experiences, heritage, family traditions and memorabilia. Estate
does not pass on Position (ends with death), Power
(ends with death) , all Wealth goes into
Government Revenue.
A Deceased person who had raised Children (own, adopted, foster)
becomes 'Immortal'! Those that didn't, 'Don't'! Children make you 'Immortal'!

Study topic assignment ( see Study)
A

Afterlife

End
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